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STRAND u.v. EQUIPMENT 

PATTERN 230C 

For ULTRA VIOLET, 

FLUORESCENT or "BLACK LIGHT" 

EFFECTS 

This whole subject - the lighting equipment, 

paints etc., and the various methods of applica

tion are more fully described in our booklet 

"Black Light" which is available free on request 

together with a sample range of available colours. 

Intending users are referred to this publication 

for fuller information . 
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AVAILABLE LANTERNS (For A.C. Supply only) 

Pattern 230C U.V. Display flood consisting of 
Anodised Aluminium Reflector, special lampholder 
in metal housing with focussing adjustment, the 
whole mounted on a tilting fork with locking 
screws. Finished grey and silver, unwired . Beam 
angle 55° maximum 25° minimum . 

Pattern 30C U.V. Stage flood as described on 
leaflet B.11 but adapted to take Black Lamp. 

Pattern 237C Float flood as described on leaflet 
B.10 but adapted to take Black Lamp. 

Pattern 43C U.V. Stage spot as described on leaflet 
C.31 but adapted to take Black Lamp. 

All the above use a 125 W Black Lamp. 

Certain of our standard arc lanterns may be used for U.V. effects with no other modification than the 
insertion of a flat "black glass" filter in the colour runners. 

ACCESSORIES 
ITEM NO. 

380-Toughened "black glass" filter for U.V. effects 
to fit Patterns 42 Arc and 501 Sunspot Arc 
in adjustable metal frame size 10t in. X ?tin. 
adjustable to 10t in . x 9 in . (26·6 cm x 19 cm 
to 26·6 cm x 23 cm). 

LONDON , MANCHESTER , GLASGOW 

ITEM NO. 

381-Toughened "black glass" U.V. filters only, size 
6 in. x 6 in. (15·2 x 15·2 cm) to fit Item 
380 type or customer's own frames . 

DARLINGTON , DUBLIN , MELBOURNE 

4/57 Goods are only offered subject to our terms of business 


